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Abstract. 

This paper is an additional short topic to  my former paper http://viXra.org/abs/1506.0192.  In the paper 
a visualization is given of the rotating Triple Torus Hologram (rTTH), which emerges from my Double 
Torus Theory (DTT), and which comprehends a rotating Time Torus Universe (rTTU) that performs three 
‘tori’, in which the recalculation of the physical reality happens. 

View on new holographic dynamical universe instead of the classical Big Bang. 

We definitely don’t live in a Big Bang-universe, which expands faster and faster, to end either in a Big Rip 
after 22 Billion years, or in an icy-cold empty universe after 100 Billion years without ever been observed 
longer. The topic refers to http://viXra.org/abs/1506.0192. Therein I gave proof of several experimental 
observations, which need to be interpreted differently than always and again is done in the context of the 
current paradigm called Bang Bang-universe. I theoretically presented a formula, which proves the Big 
Bang Universe is a Hologram of Gravity (HoG) that follows the rotation of a rotating Time Torus Universe 
(rTTU) eternally. This is more than the axioms, assumptions or calculations done by others for a stand-
alone hologram of the Big Bang-universe the last few years. The new perception presented, or so to say 
the new paradigm, proves : The Big Bang universe is embedded in a rotating time-torus-universe as a 
dynamically calculated hologram. So, it is not only a hologram, but also a hologram in a second kind of 
universe that recalculates the hologram. Read the details in the text of the view below (fig. 1,2 and 3). 

View on new paradigm for the Universe by Ing. Dan Visser, Almere, the Netherlands: “Even God denies the 
Big Bang” (is title of his book). Articles: www.vixra.org/author/dan_visser. Website: 
www.darkfieldnavigator.com .  For more information: Contact by Email: dan.visser@planet.nl, or Phone: 
+31 36 54 99 701. Note: My article-author-rights, paintings and style-name “duonism” are for sale. 
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